2016 Backcountry Gear
Holiday Gift Guide
50 gift ideas for the outdoorsman (or woman)
who has everything!

Exploring Canadian Backroads Since 1993
backroadmapbooks.com

Proper gear can make or break a trip, that’s why
the team at BRMB has sourced some of the most
necessary and useful gear gift ideas to enhance
your off-road adventures and ensure backcountry
survival should the unexpected arise.
The 2016 Backcountry Gear Holiday Gift Guide is
your own personal “Santa’s helper” for choosing the
perfect gift for your favourite outdoor enthusiast.
Take the stress off, and save some time pounding
the pavement with this handy resource to help you
find the perfect gift you know they want, need and
will use for years to come.
Happy Holidays,
The BRMB Team
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RUNNING OUT OF TIME
TO ORDER ONLINE?
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED! FIND BRMB products at A store
closest to you with our online store locator.
backroadmapbooks.com/storelocator

Off-Road Gifts
1. Garmin GPS Unit - Montana 680
Seamlessly compatible with BRMB GPS Maps — the Montana 680 will get you to your desired backroad destination so
you can make the most out of your hunting, fishing, hiking or backcountry trips. The Garmin Montana 680 Handheld GPS
unit comes with built-in WI-FI, Bluetooth, ANT capable, an 8 megapixel autofocus camera that automatically geotags your
photos. Plus you’ll get a free 1 year Garmin BirdsEye Subscription which allows for the transfer high-resolution satellite
imagery to your GPS handheld device providing you with a true representation of your surroundings.

2. BRMB GPS Maps
Tired of going to the same old fishing hole or the same old campsite? Be your own guide - explore Canada’s backcountry
with the most comprehensive resource for planning your own outdoor adventure for ATV, fishing, hunting, paddling,
camping trip or hiking adventures and discover trails and sites suitable for your method of travel or experience and
skill level. With hundreds of thousands of searchable points including multi-use trails for off-road vehicles, front and
backcountry campsites, wildlife management zones and Point of Interest write ups for Provincial and National Parks —
BRMB GPS maps are the best adventure buddy you’ll ever have.

3. ARB Air Down Gauge
Airing down your off-road vehicle’s tires before you hit the backroads helps vehicle road performance, second only to
running lockers in your axles. When airing down, it’s important to find that sweet spot for your personal vehicle that allows
for maximum traction without damaging your tires. Airing down is a bit of a science when considering a full or empty
vehicles but with this this handy ARB Air Down Gauge you’ll be able to monitor your air down to the exact PSI sweet spot
so you can get safely to your backcountry destination.

4. ARB CKMA 12 AIR Compressor
Once you air down - you are going to have to air up again at some point before you drive home. Driving home on aired
down tires can be a bit sketchy depending on the size of lift your vehicle has and how fast you have to travel to get to an
air source to air up again. That’s why the ARB CKMA 12 Air Compressor is the perfect pairing to the ARB Air Down Gauge.
Not only will you be able to conveniently air back up before heading back to pavement but you’ll also be able to make
adjustments needed during your trip or even help fix a flat tire enroute. With the right attachment - you can also use the
Air Compressor for inflatables like beds, boats and other floating devices.

5. Roadside Emergency Kit
Whether you’ve left your lights on or are helping a stranded fellow motorist get their battery back up and running - a
roadside emergency kit is a must have in your off-road vehicle. Complete with gloves, flashlight, tools and jumper cables
— this roadside emergency kit or one like it is a thoughtful gift they will appreciate when the going gets tough.

6. Proster 16 Channel Rechargable Walkie Talkies
Stay in touch with your hunting buddies while you’re in the backcountry with a 16-Channel recharable Walkie Talkie with
a strong reliable range, incredibly clear reception, transmission and sound quality. This product also comes with silent
mode (headphone jack) so you can keep stealth when you need to as well it has a built-in flashlight to help you see in
the dark!
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HUNTING Gifts
7. Mean Mallard Double Reed Duck Call
All duck callers are not created equal. This double reed duck call features “tone ridges” and “tuning ditches” on the
sounding board which gives it raspy highs and lows to keep the calls from sinking. Perfect for timber and open-water
calling - this duck caller provides the sound of wood ducks in flight or sitting in the water.

8. Ultra-light Outdoor Hunting Camouflage Quiet Apparel Leafy Clothing
Woodland Suit with Head Cover
To hunt the game, you must be… part of the backcountry! That’s why we chose this QUIET ultra-light hunting camouflage
suit so you can become one with the backcountry foliage and increase your chances of bagging your next trophy.

9. Waterproof ABASK Trail and Wildlife Camera for Hunting & Scouting
This wildlife surveillance camera with PIR Sensor detects sudden changes to the ambient temperature within an
evaluation area and signals the camera to turn on and shoot sharp, clear colour photos during the day and black and
white images at night. Complete with durable water and weatherproof case to withstand frost, snow and heavy showers.

10. Under Armour Base layer (Shirt and Pants)
Probably the most popular go-to underlayer for hunting, fishing, hiking, skiing, snowboarding, ATV and snowmobile —
Under Armour’s UA Base 3.0 Crew long sleeve and UA Base 4.0 Men’s Ski & Snowboard Leggings are a must have and
come complete with anti-odor technology that prevents the growth of odor causing microbes and UA’s Moisture Transfer
System that very efficiently wicks sweat away from the body to keep you dry and warm.

11. Solo Stove Wood Burning Campfire
Endorsed by Backpacker Magazine and serious survivalists like Discovery Channel’s Matt Graham — the Solo Stove
Wood Burning Campfire uses twigs, leaves, pinecones and wood for fuel. With a double wall that creates ultra-clean
gasification and secondary combustion that burns clean with less smoke. Lightweight and packable — the Solo Stove is
will boil your water in 2 to 4 minutes.
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CAMPING Gifts
12. Outland Living Firebowl
Not just for camping or patios anymore, the Outland Living Firebowl is a fire pit you can take with you. Propane powered
with minimal effort to set up, you can use the Outland Living Firebowl during most campfire bans and take it with to
warm you up after hiking, hunting or fishing. Outland Firebowl provides a such a quick and easy start, we’ve seen parents
regularly taking the firebowls along with them to add some much needed warmth to weekly winter sporting events and
tailgate gatherings.

13. Backroad Mapbooks
Be your own guide - explore Canada’s backcountry with the most comprehensive resource for planning your own outdoor
adventure for ATV, fishing, hunting, paddling, camping trip or hiking adventures. Backroad Mapbooks are designed to get
you outside to play. With comprehensive coverage of National and Provincial parks, highways, logging roads plus - find
that remote work site with detailed topographic maps for those working in Oil & Gas, Mining and Forestry. Discover
thousands of front and backcountry campsites and Point of Interest locations complimented by detailed write ups on
hunting zones, historic sites and thousands of trailheads for ATV, dirt biking, snowmobiling, scenic drives and more.

14. Outdoor Multifunctional Tuba Entrenching Shovel & Folding Spade
This uber handy folding shovel and spade is compact enough to take on any adventure and a must have for camping, offroad adventuring and ATVing. Lightweight with a triangular handle with forged tempered steel construction, this durable
device also comes with a serrated side so you can saw through pesky routes and branches.

15. Kuman Waterproof LED Headlamp Flashlight - Rechargeable
Perfect for setting up camp in the dark — a waterproof LED headlamp comes in handy for shining a light on backcountry
vehicle maintenance, exploring caves and tunnels and even night fishing in the rain. This rechargeable, waterproof led
headlamp helps keep your hands free so you focus on your task, not fiddle with your flashlight.

16. Backcountry First Aid and Extended Care
Do you know how to be the first responder to a backcountry injury? Study up and be prepared with this handy first aid
preparation guide — small enough to pack along on any trip. This pocket-sized survival essential will benefit everyone
in a wilderness setting or immersed in an urban disaster situation; where every second counts. This book will help you
take a quick action to stabilize the situation whether you are treating shock victims, abdominal pain, sprains, fractures,
dislocations and much more.

17. Browning Camp Chairs
If you feel like you’re replacing your camping chairs every year - why not invest a little more and add some cool and
comfort to your camp set up with a Browning Camp Chair. Built for pure luxury with a sturdy powder coated steel frame
and able to withstand 325 lbs — Browning guarantees their camping chairs for life so you can quit throwing your money
away on cheap chairs. Did we mention a couple of them come with with a cooler in the armrest or under the seat? Get
ready to plant your butt and grab a cold one at less than an arm’s’ reach away? Now that’s luxury!
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CAMPING Gifts
18. Mr Heater - Little Buddy Indoor Safe Propane Heater
Heat things up with an indoor-safe propane heater. Small and compact, this indoor safe propane heater is perfect for
warming up tents, ice fishing shelters and hunting blinds. Once you bring your Little Buddy along - you’ll never leave
home without it again.

19. Down-filled Mummy Sleeping Bag
Wrap yourself up for winter camping with a down-filled mummy sleeping bag complete with thermal friendly hood and
drawstring to batten down the hatches. The durable ripstop nylon fabric provides a decent wind barrier and fibre lock
construction keeps the filler in place and safe from shifting. Certainly a welcome and somewhat luxurious gift for any
avid explorer.

20. Portable Outdoor Camping Heat Shower Bag with Thermometer
Let’s face it, whether it’s the summer, fall or winter - when it comes to a few days in the backcountry, a hot shower is
one of the most necessary reasons to head home. With this solar camp shower complete with thermometer — you can
enjoy a hot shower during extended trips - anywhere you go.

21. Ozark Trail Deluxe Outdoor Camp Kitchen and Sink Table with
Coleman Folding Double Wash Basin
Step up your camping cuisine and eliminate the back pain and the difficulties that arise from cooking over low and
uneven surfaces. A new camp kitchen provides a sturdy portable surface for food prep and cooking plus convert it to a
dishwashing station by adding a lightweight, folding double wash basin.

DID YOU KNOW?

OUR BRMB NAVIGATOR APP HAS WEBMAPS FOR YOUR DESKTOP
WITH EVEN MORE SPECIAL FEATURES?
Trip Planning
Discover and use great tools that you
won’t find on the app, such as drawing
tracks, to create custom trips. Mark
them with waypoints, save them, and
sync them to your phone. Plan your
trips online ahead of time and store
them onto your device with this app.

www.backroadmapbooks.com

Import GPX Files
Got GPX tracks from friends, your
favourite adventure website, or your
latest GPS-logged trip? Import your
GPX files here and save to My Trips.

brmbnavigator.com
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HIKING Gifts
22. Backroad Navigator for your Smartphone
Download the Backroad Navigator App ($0.99/month) for Android or Apple devices and bring the same great features of
our Backroad GPS Maps and popular Backroad Mapbook series to your smartphone. Perfect for trip planning for hiking,
camping, hunting and more - the BRMB Navigator App provides you with adventure layers so you can easily research
and plan for your next outdoor activity or backcountry trip. Simply plan and save your maps before you go, and your maps
will be available to you offline — even out of cell reception so you can keep using your Backroad Navigator app as you
would anywhere else!

23. Garmin Epix Watch
Want to watch where you’re going and keep an eye on the time? With the Garmin Epix watch you can do all that and
more. With an expanded 8GB memory, 1.4” high resolution screen, the Garmin Epix automatically uploads data to Garmin
Connect , LiveTrack and Social Media with quick and easy access to track all your activities including running, hiking,
mountaineering, swimming, workouts and more.

24. Dog Saddle Bags
Lighten the load and make Rover carrying his own food, leash and doggy bags. Pettom Waterproof Saddle Bags for dogs
make multi-day outdoor adventures possible with load compression and night reflecting protection. With removable bags
for weight distribution and sponge padding, these saddlebags provide additional packing space for long walks and hikes,
and also has a useful handle for giving your pooch a hand up out of difficult places.

25. Led Collars for the Bush
As anyone who explores the backcountry with their dogs knows, as soon as sun sets it can get quite dark and your four
legged friends can get very hard to see. Accidents and loss can be easily prevented with an LED collar for your dog. With
a comfortable nylon, durable, collar equipped with a bright LED light, your dog will be comfortable and safe on any night
run, hike, or camping trip.

26. Motorola Scout 5000 GPS Pet Tracker
Get alerts when your dog wanders off so you can bring your lost friend back home quickly. Featuring a handy 127-degree
wide-angle camera on the collar — so you can livestream HD video of what your dog is seeing on your smartphone, tablet
or computer and you can even connect it to the free Hubble app so you can check on your dog’s location from anywhere
in the world via your Android or IOS device. Complete with Geofencing functionality to keep your dog contained but it also
has a push-to-talk button on the collar allowing you to speak to your pet while he’s on the wander.

27. Salomon Hiking Shoes
The first step to any great hike is a proper pair of hiking shoes. Salomon hiking shoes are lightweight, durable and
weather-protected and designed to keep you balanced even when the terrain isn’t. With a solid rubber sole, rubber toe
guard and a traction outsole, you can use these shoes for any trail run or scrambling hike the Canadian backcountry may
take you on.
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HIKING Gifts
28. Geocaching Coins
Ever been geocaching? Why not introduce yourself to a whole new hobby with a gift of Geocoins and use your handheld
GPS to try your hand at a new way of treasure hunting. Geocoins come in some pretty amazing designs and are used
by individuals or groups of geocachers as a calling card. When a geocacher navigates to a cache - they pick up existing
Geocoins and leave their own GeoCoins behind. Trackable GeoCoins have a unique tracking id that allows geocachers to
document its travels between geocaches and friends, picking up stories along the way.

29. Tactical Flashlight - Water Resistant
This sexy high powered tactical flashlight is probably the last flashlight you’ll ever need. Great for hiking, camping, fishing
and hunting, the super bright led from this fairly small flashlight is powerful enough to provide a super bright blinding
effect with adjustable focus is powered by a 3200mAh rechargeable battery, and comes complete with charger, nylon
pouch and protective carrying case to withstand years of adventure and wear and tear.

30. MSR Snowshoes
Give your favourite outdoor adventurer the gift of exploring the backcountry - even in the dead of winter. Whether they’re
touring a well-groomed trail or adventuring on paths of their own, these snowshoes are designed for all day comfort and
all kinds of terrain. The heel lifts offer an advantage to help get up those steep hills and strong kick steps will help guide
them on their snowy backroad adventure.

31. Map Case for Topos - Highlander Wanderer Map Case & Topos
Our bodies are made to withstand hundreds of adventures, unfortunately most maps only make it through one or two.
Increase the durability and life of your BRMB Topographic maps with the easy to carry Highlander waterproof map case.

DID YOU KNOW?

WE CAN PRINT MAPS FROM OUR MAPBOOKS INTO LARGE FORMAT TOPOS
Easy to Read
Our large format topo maps
have elevation shading with
labeled contours to highlight
mountains and valleys, along
with clearly defined trail
systems and trailheads.

Durable

Dependable

Printed on water and tear
resistant material, these maps
will tough it out anywhere
you do.

UTM Grids along with latitude
and longitude bearings will
keep you oriented and on
track.

backroadmapbooks.com/topo
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FISHING Gifts
32. Backroad Fishing Mapbooks
Looking to catch the perfect gift for a backroad angler? The Backroad Mapbooks fishing map books come stocked with
detailed fishing maps, lake and river charts, descriptions on fish species, and even tips and techniques for the perfect
catch. As well, these special fishing mapbooks display detailed bathymetric charts to show contours of the underwater
terrain and assist you in finding the fish species of choice. While they won’t show exactly where the fish are, they help you
get as close as you can. BRMB Fishing Mapbooks are available for regions of British Columbia and Ontario.

33. Fishing Trip to Algonquin Park, Ontario with Algonquin Bound Outfitters
Algonquin Park features over 1,500 lakes, 1,200 kilometers of streams and 54 different species of fish, making it an
angler’s paradise. With so many options however, it can seem quite daunting to those who haven’t been there before.
Algonquin Bound Outfitters offers 1, 2, 3 and 5 day trips to get out and explore the historic provincial park, as well as
detailed fishing information on regulations, the best time to go and what fish you’ll find there. Book early.

34. Backroad Mapbook Waterproof Maps
When heading out into the backcountry a map is the first thing on every ‘to bring’ list. However, you want a map that can
get you there and back, without getting tattered and torn. The Backroad Mapbook recreation maps hone in on specific
fishing hot spots and areas, such as Vancouver Island and Algonquin park, all printed on tear-resistant waterproof paper.
Featuring detailed fish species as well as wildlife management boundaries, these double sided topographic maps are
the best fishing buddy for any angler. BRMB Waterproof Maps are available for British Columbia regions with our newest
releases including Squamish, Chilliwack & Merritt and Kamloops Interlakes and Algonquin Park and Bancroft District
Crown Land in Ontario.

35. Islander Fishing Reel
Whether an experienced angler, or just setting out on your first few trips, the proper reel really makes a difference. The
ARMR2 Islander Mooching Reel is a great option for beginners and seasoned fishermen, and is easy to guide, so even
when the fish try to get away the handle remains still and steady, and you get the catch you’ve been waiting for.

36. Single-finger Fishing Gloves for Lure Line Control
Don’t let the next catch slip out of your fingers. Specifically made for fishing, the Andux single-finger gloves are ideal
protection for your index finger from cuts and abrasions and offers excellent non-slip control. As opposed to wearing bulky
gloves, you still have full mobility over the rest of your fingers, but with the same powerful grip to reel in a winner. So
handy, you’ll be pointing all your fishing buddies in the direction to get one too.

37. Gone Fishing 25-YDB71 Floating Multipurpose Knife with Sheath
Every angler knows the catching of your fish is only half the endeavor. For those anglers who do more than just catch and
release, a good knife is necessary to finish the job. With the Gone Fishing Multipurpose Fishing Knife you can kill, clean
and fillet your fish with one simple tool. As well, you don’t have to worry about dropping it overboard and losing your allin-one knife, because it floats!
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SURVIVAL Gifts
38. Light My Fire Tinder on a Rope
Any backcountry adventurer will know that the key to a cozy night’s rest, is a warm fire to spend the evening beside.
However, sometimes finding the right wood to start a fire while in the thick of the forest can be difficult. With the Light my
Fire Tinder on a rope, you won’t have that worry. You can start your fire naturally, and easily, simply by shaving off a bit
of the TinderStick to light, creating an extremely hot flame. The easy to carry lanyard makes it impossible to lose, and it’s
perfect for campfires, barbeques or backcountry emergencies.

39. LifeStraw Personal Water Filter
Whether you’re heading on an exciting day trip or trekking on a multi-day backpacking trip, the one thing you can’t
have enough of is water. However, there is often a limit on how much you can carry on you at once, because water can
get heavy - especially enough for a week long backpacking trip! Instead, why not hydrate yourself using the portable
LifeStraw. With no chemicals used to purify the water, and no batteries necessary, the LifeStraw can be a lifesaver for
your next backcountry trip.

40. WakaWaka Power + Solar Battery Charger
Though you may not have service for your cellphone in the thick of the backcountry, in an emergency it can be quite useful
- not if it’s out of battery though. Be prepared with the WakaWaka Power + Solar Battery Charger. The lightweight, highly
efficient solar panel can charge a cell phone in under 2 hours and even makes for a great light in a pinch. Simply charge
it up during the day, with the easy to use backpack clip and flexibility, and charge your small electronic devices at night,
without the waste of batteries. Au natural power.

41. Leatherman Multi-Tool - Wave Model
You never know what kind of tools you’ll need to get you out of an emergency on the trail, that’s when an easy to use
multi-tool can come in handy. The Leatherman Wave Model Multi-Tool offers 17 different tools, ranging in pliers and wire
strippers to a saw, knives and can opener. From your typical day-to-day to an exciting backcountry trip, there’s always a
way the Leatherman Wave Model multi-tool will come in handy.

DID YOU KNOW?

OUR LARGE FORMAT, TEAR-RESISTANT WATERPROOF MAPS FEATURE
DIFFERENT MAPS ON EACH SIDE.
paddling routes
A must have on your next paddling
excursion with clearly marked
canoe and kayak routes including
portage distances, access points
and more.

multi-use trails
Discover a new trail with clearly
marked multi-use and motorized
trail systems (ATV, hiking,
mountain biking, horseback
riding, cross-country skiing,
snowmobiling, and more)

detailed & Dependable
Detailed topography highlights the
area’s terrain using industry-leading
contour lines and relief shading,
while UTM Grids along with
latitude and longitude bearings will
keep you oriented and on track.

backroadmapbooks.com/waterproof-maps
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MOTORSPORT Gifts
42. Stanley Mountain Vacuum Coffee System
While not a necessity, having coffee in the backcountry can be a lifesaver. While some coffee makers can be quite bulky
and inaccessible to take on a trek, the Stanley Mountain Vacuum Coffee System is lightweight and portable. The pot and
press is integrated into the thermos, keeping it hot for 15 hours, or cold for 13 depending on your preference and even
comes with cups to enjoy a brew for two.

43. Flash Personal Cooking System
When you’re starving after a day of adventuring through the backcountry, waiting for a pot to boil can feel like forever. Que,
the Jetboil Flash cooking system, which literally can boil a pot of water in a flash. With a built in starter it makes it even
easier to light, and takes away the reliance on matches. As well the system is easy to transport making it an all around
ideal companion on your next backcountry adventure.

44. MSR Trail Lite Duo Cooking System
Just because you’re on the trail, doesn’t mean you have to compromise your meal options. The MSR Trail Lite Duo Cooking
system will help make the most of your meals while out in the backcountry. It’s a great lightweight set including a pot, two
insulated mugs and 2 deep dish bowls, ideal to serve 2 - 3 people and a heck of a lot of great meals.

45. Gopro Hero 5
While out sledding in the backcountry, there’s a million chances for breathtaking photos and exciting action shots, but
unfortunately trying to capture a shot with a cell phone in negative degree weather isn’t the easiest. How about a camera
that can withstand negative temperatures, is waterproof, shock proof and easily mounts to your helmet or sled for handsfree filming? With the Gopro, you’ll be able to do all of that, and more, all while capturing the best videos, pictures and
moments of your backcountry trip.

46. Ravean Heated Mens Jacket
For any seasoned snowmobiler, or even those just starting out, they know the key to a good ride is comfort, and it’s hard
to be comfortable when you’re freezing. With the Ravean Heated Jacket, you won’t even notice the windchill. The included
lithium battery heats the jacket and keeps you comfortable in -15°C - 12°C (4°F - 55°F) temperatures. Completely
waterproof, you won’t have to worry about getting the jacket, or battery, wet and you can even charge your phone at the
same time as charging your body temp.

47. Avalanche Beacon
Though every snowmobiler hopes to never be find themselves in the situation to use one, an Avalanche Beacon could
make all the difference in an emergency. Depending on the range and functionality of the Avalanche Beacon, it can reduce
search times significantly and help save many lives. Depending on how often you ride, and how experienced you are, there
are a variety of different models to consider, but they are essential emergency tools for any backcountry snowmobiler.
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MOTORSPORT Gifts
48. K2 Avalanche Probe - Carbon
For any backcountry snowmobiler, an avalanche probe is a must, especially one durable enough to withstand any
emergency, but light enough to be comfortable along the ride. Collapsible probes are more useful, as they can assemble
within seconds and can slip through the snow faster than any ski pole, as well they are lightweight and can fit inside any
backpack.

49. Kylin Red Aluminum Sport Utility Scalable Shovel
You never know when you’re going to need to dig your way out of an emergency in the backcountry, that’s why it pays to
be prepared. A shovel is an essential tool for every snowmobiler, but not just any old shovel can do the trick. The best
models to go with are ones light in weight, adjustable and even disassembles for simple storage to carry in your backpack
or even back of the truck.

50. Compact Tool Kit for Snowmobiles / ATVs
Having the right tools in the backcountry are an essential part of every safety kit. Before heading out, it’s important to
make sure you have all the essentials for a quick fix, wrenches, screwdriver, pliers, tire pressure gauge, but it’s also
handy to have them all in one place. A compact tool kit makes a great stocking stuffer for any backcountry sledder and
is the perfect quick gift fix.

FROM ALL OF US

AT BACKROAD MAPBOOKS
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